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4-H: What it's all about
Why are so many
youth involved in
4-H? Why do so
many people
volunteer their
time, energy, and resources to
the 4-H program? Is it because
the youth learn valuable life
skills through hands-on
projects? Is it because 4-H is the
only youth organization whose
projects are research based at
land grant universities all over
America? Maybe so many youth
and adults participate in the 4-H
program because it is rewarding,
educational, fun and multifac-
eted. If you asked a 4-H member
or volunteer why they are
involved in the 4-H program,
they would probably give you a
number of reasons.
Some reasons may include
that 4-H is an informal, practi-
cal, learn-by-doing, fun and
educational program for youth.
It is an opportunity for teens,
parents, grandparents and
friends to become involved as
volunteers and influence the
development of youth. 4-H is
small town, large city, suburb
and farm. 4-H members, parents,
and leaders have fun and learn as
they work together.
Other 4-H members and
volunteers will say 4-H is horse
clubs, community clubs, “hands-
on” learning, singing at senior
centers, making the best better,
thinking critically, choosing
healthy lifestyles, communicat-
ing, independent learning,
hatching baby chicks at school
and volunteering.
After all, 4-H has been a
viable youth organization for
over 80 years. This program has
evolved into America’s largest
out-of-school educational
program for youth. Each year,
more than 5.6 million youth, ages
5-19, participate in 4-H under the
guidance of 519,000 Extension
trained adult volunteers and
125,000 4-H junior and teen
leaders. In Lancaster County
alone, each year nearly 20,000
youth are reached through 4-H
programs. It is estimated that
nearly 45 million American
adults are former 4-H members.
4-H is open to everyone, regard-
less of race, religion, color, sex,
economics, handicap or place of
residence.
Youth are able to reap the
benefits of 4-H through several
modes. One way is through the
Traditional 4-H Club. In this
mode, the unit meets at least
once a month under the direction
of volunteer leaders. They select
and work on 4-H projects during
the year and, as a club, may take
on one or more community
service projects. Another mode is
Independent Membership. This is
for youth who do not have a 4-H
club available to them, or who
choose not to be in a 4-H club.
Independent members can still
participate in 4-H
and related
activities indepen-
dently. The
Project Group
mode is for 4-H
members who
want to study a
particular subject
or project area, cat
clubs, dog clubs,
shooting sports
clubs, etc. The
Clover Kids 4-H
program for youth
ages 5-7 is another
mode for youth.
This non-competi-
tive, family
friendly program
helps develop
talents and self-
esteem in a fun
and educational
group setting.
These differ-
ent 4-H member-
ships afford youth the opportu-
nity to learn, serve, develop life
skills, take part in educational
projects and become volunteers.
Following is an explanation of
each of these components.
LEARNING BY DOING
Youth take an active part in
learning. Roger Schank, author
of Virtual Learning: A Revolu-
tionary Approach to Building a
Highly Skilled Work Force,
writes that “Learning by doing is
easier said than done. John
Dewey recognized this way back
in 1916 when he noted that
schools insist on telling students
what they need to learn despite
that research clearly demon-
strates learning by telling doesn’t
work and learning by doing
does.” 4-H, too, believes that
learning by doing works. The
4-H slogan is “Learning by
Doing” and 4-H members do this
in nearly every facet of the
program.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Community service projects
provide outstanding learning
opportunities for 4-H members.
Youth gain hands-on knowledge
by volunteering their time in
their community or school. 4-H
members participate in Habitat
for Humanity, visit retirement
homes, highway clean-up
programs, food drives, sponsor
families for the holidays and
many other activities.
LIFE SKILLS
Educational experiences are
stressed to help youth in their
personal development and
development of life skills. The
four H’s of the four leaf clover
are: head, heart, hands and
health. Each has different life
skills components:
4-H Life Skills
Head: • thinking critically
• solving problems
Heart: • respecting self, others
and the environment
• communicating
Hands: • preparing for a career
• serving others
Health: • choosing healthy
lifestyles
• managing change and
challenges
SCHOOL ENRICHMENT
4-H also reaches youth in
schools. Embryology,
Garbology, Vermicomposting,
At the recent 4-H Lock-in, fifth and sixth grade students learned about other cultures.
Blue Sky Below My Feet and
Water Riches are school enrich-
ment projects available to youth
in school.
VOLUNTEERS
4-H volunteers have the
opportunity to travel, make
friends, learn new subject matter
and skills, develop organiza-
This 4-H group learned an important lesson about the environment and
community service by picking up trash in their neighborhood.
continued on page 11
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Horticulture
1998 Perennial Plant
of the Year
The purple coneflower (Echinacea purpurea) is a native prairie
wildflower. Plants grow 2 to 4 feet tall and produce 3 inch diameter
flowers in summer. The flower consists of a bronze-colored, dome-
shaped center surrounded by white to pink to reddish-purple,
downward curving petals.
Purple coneflowers are upright-growing, clump-forming,
coarse-textured perennials.
Echinacea purpurea ‘Magnus’ has been selected as the “Peren-
nial Plant of the Year” for 1998 by the Perennial Plant Association.
The Perennial Plant Association is a national organization of
growers, landscape designers, educators and researchers. The goals
of the organization are to promote high nursery production standards
and the planting of perennials. The “Perennial Plant of the Year” is
chosen by its members. ‘Magnus’ was selected for its distinctive
flower color and shape, long bloom season and ease of culture. The
petals of ‘Magnus’ are more horizontal than the species. Their color
is deep rose or carmine. Plants are often in bloom for up to 6 weeks.
‘Magnus’ grows about 3 feet tall. The variety was discovered by
Klaus Jelitto at the nursery of Magnus Nilsson in Sweden.
Purple coneflowers are easy to grow. They perform best in well-
drained soils and partial to full sun. Plants are drought tolerant and
have few insect and disease problems. Because of its stiff, coarse
growth habit, the purple coneflower is an excellent plant for natural-
ized areas. It also does well in perennial borders. For those individu-
als interested in butterfly gardening, the purple coneflower attracts
several species of butterflies. (MJM)
Basil for everyone
Basil is one of the most popular
herbs grown in the world. It is
native to Asia and can be found
growing wild in tropical and sub-
tropical regions of the world.
Basil has many uses, the
most common of which is its
culinary use. As a fresh herb, it is
used to flavor foods such as
vegetables, poultry and fish.
Basil can also be used dried. The
flowers of basil are edible and
can be an attractive addition to
salads and other dishes.
Besides its edibility, basil is
an aromatic herb and is often
used in potpourri and sachets. As
an ornamental in the flower
garden, basil has attractive
foliage and flowers.
Basil is a tender perennial
grown as an annual. It can be
grown easily from seed. Start
seed indoors 4 or 5 weeks before
the last frost date. It likes warm
temperatures (about 75° F) for
germination. Seed can also be
sown directly in the ground
outdoors after it has warmed in
the spring. Plant basil outdoors
after all danger of frost is past.
Basil does not tolerate cold
temperatures. Plant in full sun.
Water regularly with an inch of
water a week. Basil can also
be propagated vegeta-
tively through tip
cuttings or root cuttings
in moist potting soil.
To harvest, remove
terminal growth
whenever four sets of
true leaves can be left
on the plant. This
encourages bushier
growth and increased
yield. For best foliage
flavor, cut before
flowering. After
cutting, wash and
pat leaves dry.
Use immediately
or store in perfo-
rated plastic bags
in the refrigerator. When drying
the leaves, harvest early in the
day but after dew has dried.
Spread leaves on screens or
loosely bundle and air dry.
Basil is a member of the
mint family which is character-
ized by square stems. They
belong in the genus Ocimum.
Over 150 species and varieties
are available. These are some of
the more common types of basil.
Sweet Basil
Most common type
grown. White flowers.
Bright green leaves, 2 to 3
inch long. Upright habit.
Clove-like scent.
Purple Basil
Grown for its
ornamental foliage as
well as culinary use.
Light lavender
flowers. Same size
leaf as sweet basil.
‘Opal,’ ‘Red
Rubin’ and ‘Purple
Ruffles’ are excellent
selections.
Lettuce Leaf Basil
Large, wide
leaves. Flavor is
less pronounced
than other green basils. Common
varieties include ‘Mammoth’ and
‘Green Ruffles.’
Lemon Basil
Lemon scent. White flowers
and small green leaves. Great for
tea and potpourri.
Cinnamon Basil
Cinnamon scent. Pink
flowers, green leaves with purple
stem. (MJM)
Soap or oil—
that is the question
Now is the time to become familiar with two products for pest
control this next growing season. Insecticidal soaps are made from
the salts of fatty acids. Soaps kill insects by breaking down cell
membranes and disrupting cell metabolism. Mammalian toxicity is
very low. Insecticidal soaps are very similar to soaps or detergents
used in the home, according to a South Dakota State University
publication.
Soaps are active against many soft-bodied pests that include
aphids, scales, mealybugs, whiteflies and mites. Insecticidal soaps have
no residual effect, so coverage of the pest is extremely important.
However, soaps may also have a toxic effect in some plants. Check
the label for a list of sensitive plants. The likelihood of phytotoxicity
may be reduced by rinsing the plant shortly after application.
Dormant oils have long been used to control over-wintering
stages of certain scales and mites. Although dormant oils are still an
important management tool, use of superior oils for summer applica-
tion is also an option for some pest-plant combinations. Superior oils
have a higher purity than dormant oils, which increase plant safety.
However, superior oils still have restrictions, so consult the label
before applying to particular plant species. Never apply oils to plants
that are under water stress. Very hot, humid conditions often will
increase likelihood of phytotoxicity.
Superior oils are effective against a wide range of insects and
mites, similar to the insecticidal soaps. Oil kills insects by interfer-
ing with the respiration and cell membrane function. (DJ)
Terrariums
Terrariums aren’t as maintenance-free as some people think. Plants
tend to outgrow their containers, soil is depleted of nutrients, mold
grows on the soil and the container, and plants do die. Even in a
well-put-together terrarium, there isn’t much chance for excess
water to get away. In a closed container, it can’t even escape by
evaporating.
A rule of thumb is that if there’s water vapor on the inside of the
container, the terrarium needs drying out, not watering. Open it up so
some of the moisture can escape, and don’t water until the soil is dry.
Also, avoid placing the terrarium where it will be hit by direct
sun. A glass container gets very hot inside when the sun shines
through it. Plants subjected to high heat in the humid atmosphere
wilt and die. (Think of what happens to fresh vegetables in a
steamer.) The plants need light to grow, of course. Place the con-
tainer where it will get indirect sunlight or bright artificial light
rather than direct sun.
The plants you put into the terrarium may also be a problem.
Plants that need humid air do very nicely in terrariums. In fact, that
may be the only way to grow some of them in the home. Plants that
prefer dry conditions will not thrive in a terrarium. The moist soil
and humid air will combine to do them in. (DJ)
Name_________________________________________________________ Age ______________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State ______________ Zip _______________
Phone Number _________________________________________________
I would like Flower seeds_____ or Vegetable seeds_____  (check one)
Send to: Lancaster County Extension Office, Attn: Mary Jane
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, NE  68528-1507
Be A Better Gardener Preregistration
PREREGISTRATION DEADLINE:  MARCH 30, 1998
Be•A•Better•Gardener
Sign up for Be A Better Gardener 4-H Youth Program.
Sign up for 4-H Horticulture Project area.
Everyone A Gardener or The World of Flowers
Be A Better Gardener participants can pick up notebook, information package and
free seeds on or after April 8, 1998 at the Lancaster County Extension Office.
Attend optional workshops:
Container gardens: June 4, 1998; or Horticulture contest practice: July 7, 1998
Raise a garden.
Choose what kind of garden you would like to grow—vegetable, perennial flower,
annual flower, container, herb, fruit, butterfly or combination.
Keep a journal of your garden.
Keep weekly records of your garden’s progress.  Take pictures of your garden.
Evaluate your garden plants.  Enter your journal as an exhibit at the county fair.
This program is available to youth enrolled in the Lancaster County 4-H Program, ages 5-19.
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Winter care of houseplants
Winter weather adversely
affects growing conditions
for house-plants.
Proper care during
the winter months
can help insure the
health of houseplants.
Most houseplants
grow well with
daytime tempera-
tures of 65 to 75°
F and night tem-
peratures of 60 to
65° F. Temperatures
below 50° F or rapid
temperature fluctua-
tions may damage some plants.
Keep houseplants away from
cold drafts and hot air vents.
Also make sure
houseplant foliage
doesn’t touch cold
windows.
Many
houseplants prefer a
humidity level of 40
to 50%. Unfortu-
nately, the relative
humidity found in
many homes during
the winter months
may be only 10 to 20%,a level
too low for many houseplants.
Humidifiers are an excellent way
to increase the relative humidity
in a single room or throughout
the entire home. Simple cultural
procedures can also increase the
relativehumidity around
houseplants. Group plants
together. The water evaporating
from the potting soil, plus water
lost through the plant foliage or
transpiration, will increase the
relative humidity in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the houseplants.
Another method is to place the
houseplants on trays or saucers
continued on page 11
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Environmental
FocusOne starling's a darling,
but a flock is not!
Like many pests, the starling is
not native, but was introduced to
North America from Europe. The
starling is a stocky, robin-sized,
short tailed bird with iridescent
blue-black feathers that are
tipped in light tan. During the
winter, the flecked feathers are
very obvious and the beak is
black. During the spring breed-
ing season, the beak changes to
yellow.
Starlings actually have some
redeeming qualities. Orphaned
birds that have been raised
become very tame, readily
mimic sounds and even learn to
talk.
However, for most of us, the
raucous rasping squawks are
harsh and unpleasant. Starlings
are extremely social and have the
unpleasant habits of congregat-
ing and roosting in large num-
bers. In the fall and winter,
starlings move into urban
settings and roost overnight in
trees, on ledges, lighted signs,
and other places that provide
shelter and warmth. Beneath the
roost, large quantities of drop-
pings can accumulate. Besides
being offensive to most of our
senses, starlings have been
known to transmit encephalitis,
ornithosis and histoplasmosis.
During the day, the birds fly
to areas where grain is readily
available like elevators, feed
yards and crop fields. Because
starlings do not feed where they
roost, it can be very challenging
to control this pest.
Controlling starlings in their
urban roosts is most effective
when done on a neighborhood or
community basis. The winter
roost is the most difficult
problem because these birds may
return to the same site from
November to March.
Exclusion is the only
permanent solution which
usually involves screens of wire,
nylon or plastic netting. Habitat
modification can be used to
reduce starling roosting in trees.
Pruning branches to open up the
canopy of the trees may make
the trees less suitable for roost-
ing. Remember, these social
birds like to congregate with
their buddies. Opening the
canopy can reduce the number of
good perching sites and make
them fly off to find a more dense
roost. One of the only good
outcomes from our October ice
storm was the inadvertent
reduction of good roosting trees.
Starlings can be repelled by
pyrotechnics, exploding shells
and recorded starling distress
calls, but this harassment must
be continued until they leave. In
urban areas, this harassment may
be more stressful to human
residents than to the birds and
there may be local ordinances
against this approach. Another
deterrent is to apply a sticky
substance, (Roost-No-More) to
the perches which makes the
roost unsuitable, but application
is time consuming and can be
expensive.
In short, starling roosts are
difficult to manage. There is a
stressing agent that can be used
for control, but this must be done
by a wildlife control profes-
sional. Check the yellow pages
under Pest Control Services for a
company that has experience in
wildlife control. (BPO)
What's buzzing?
Register for Beginners Beekeeping Workshop
today!
Come to a 12-hour, three-session series to
learn basic bee biology, behavior, handling and
management—everything you need to get
started in this fun and profitable
hobby/specialty enterprise.
The first two training sessions
will be held March 16 and 17, 6:30
- 9:30 p.m. The practical labora-
tory session will be held at the Apiculture Laboratory
at the Agricultural Research and Development Center (ARDC) at
Ithaca, NE (near Mead) Saturday, April 4, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. At the lab session, you will examine working hives, learn how
to install package bees and put together hive equipment.
The workshop will be taught by Marion Ellis, University of
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Beekeeping Specialist. The basic
cost of this workshop is $15.00 and includes references. Please pre-
register by calling (402) 441-7180. (BPO)
Grab it off the web
Spring is approaching and it won’t be long before critters will be
making their appearance. You can find our in-house fact sheets and
links to many NebGuides and University publications on our
Environment and Natural Resources website at http://
www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/lanco/enviro/
Online factsheets cover ants, fleas, mites, ticks, spiders, flies,
gnats, mosquitos, termites, cockroaches, silverfish, fabric pests and
more. There is information on bird exclusion, bat houses, robins,
squirrels, rabbits, woodpeckers and ground squirrels. This site is
updated often, so keep checking back.
If you don’t have access to a computer, factsheets are available
at the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County. (SE)
Backyard wildlife—
tips for success
The fifth in the backyard wildlife series, NebGuide G97-1332-A,
provides information that can help create a home landscape that is
suitable for wildlife and meets the needs and preferences of your
family. There are many topics covered, including:
• Ideas on how to deter squirrels from bird feeders
• Keeping bird feeding areas clean
• Reducing less-desirable birds at feeding stations
• The Magic Halo-Bird Exclusion Device
• Providing water sources for birds and wildlife
• Migrating birds
• Dealing with nuisance wildlife
• Snakes
• Birds striking windows
• Woodpeckers
....and more
This publication is available at your local Extension Office. For
Internet users, this publication can be accessed through our Environ-
ment and Natural Resources website (http://www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/enviro/), or send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
Backyard Wildlife—Tips for Success, 444 Cherrycreek Road,
Lincoln, NE 68528-1507. (SE)
Pest management in and around
your home: what's your strategy?
There are four different philo-
sophical approaches that can be
used for pest problems in and
around the home. People may
use a different approach depend-
ing on the pest problem and how
much damage it causes. And,
different people have different
tolerance levels when it comes to
“bugs” and “critters.” Read the
following descriptions and try to
figure out where you fit in.
•Do-Nothing Approach:
Some people are not bothered by
insects and ignore them. In a
surprising number of cases, the
Do-Nothing Approach works
quite well because many insects
cannot really survive inside so
they die on their own. However,
some pests can cause significant
health or structural problems if
they are ignored. Fleas, cock-
roaches and termites are the best
examples of insects that need
serious attention. If you aren’t
sure what kind of insect you
have found, bring specimens to
the Lancaster County Extension
Office for identification. This
service is free.
•Pesticidal Approach: The
instinct of the person who uses
the Pesticidal Approach is to
react to most pest problems by
reaching for a pesticide or to use
“preventative” sprays even
before there is a problem. This
approach is ingrained in many
people, especially those who
grew up in the 1940’s and 1950’s
when pesticides were considered
miracle chemicals. The Pesti-
cidal Approach does not make
sense because a substantial
number of the insect pests in and
around the home can be more
effectively controlled by doing
something else. Understanding
effective alternative methods of
control is the key to breaking the
Pesticidal Approach.
•Integrated Pest Manage-
ment Approach (IPM): This is
a philosophy where the pest
manager considers all types of
control, including pesticides, in
his/her management strategy.
With most pests that we find in
and around homes’ structures,
there may be some non-chemical
tactics that may help control the
problem. The IPM approach also
emphasizes the use of monitor-
ing to determine where controls
are needed.
•Least Toxic Control
Approach: This philosophy is
similar to an IPM approach
because the pest manager must
understand the pest and all the
effective controls. But, when
using a Least-Toxic Control
Approach, the pest manager
deliberately uses the least toxic
controls and only uses toxic
chemicals as a last resort. An
For the birds
This winter, invite some feathered friends to lunch! Try these
different ways to feed them.
• Peanuts in the shell, strung together in a row.
• Pine cones spread with peanut butter and rolled in birdseed.
• Coconuts cut in half, drained and filled with birdseed or
melted suet. (Some birds like the coconut meat too!)
• Wide holes drilled in a birch log, filled with suet, then hung
by an eye screw.
• Sunflower heads (with seeds still intact) hung upside down.
• Small clay plant pots filled with melted suet and hung upside
down like bells.
• Lunch trays or other platforms filled with birdseed, set on a
low stump on the ground.
Be sure to provide water for the birds, too. (ALH)
Join us on March 27, 1998 at Southeast Community College for earth wellness festival
This exciting environmental education event has impacted nearly 11,000 fifth grade youth
from Lancaster County in just four years. We expect the best event yet in 1998 and invite you to
help us “make a difference”.
Volunteers:
• Receive an earth wellness festival t-shirt
• Free Lunch
• Free Pizza following the event
• Personal satisfaction from participating in a very rewarding experience
As a volunteer, you play an essential role at earth wellness festival. You have an opportunity
to lead teachers and their classrooms to sessions, assist presenters with terrific hands-on activities,
or even greet buses of students. Most importantly, your assistance keeps the entire event running
smoothly.
To get your volunteer application, contact Syd at the Lower Platte South NRD at 476-2729.
Volunteers are needed!
Barb Ogg
Extension Educator
continued on page 11
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Farm Views Extension meetings scheduled
Computerized Financial
Recordkeeping
Lancaster County will be the
site for two computerized
financial record keeping work-
shops. A beginning-level work-
shop will be held February 26
and an advanced-level workshop
March 12. Both workshops will
begin promptly at 9:00 a.m. and
end at 4:30 p.m. Lunch will be
served.
The workshops will be
presented in a hands-on teaching
style with participants actually
performing the tasks being
demonstrated throughout the
day. The concepts covered in the
beginning level workshop
include: Setting up and starting
your records, developing a chart
of accounts (categories) to key
income and expense transactions
to, entering single and split
transactions, generating various
types of reports, organizing
transactions by enterprise,
handling term loans and recon-
ciling your records with bank
statements.
The concepts covered in the
advanced-level workshop
include: Saving time by printing
checks on the computer (which
automatically makes the ledger
entries), managing non-cash
transactions (inventory shifted
between enterprises), handling
pre-paid expenses in a cash
accounting system, tying
transactions to tax schedules to
save time on tax preparation,
how to handle depreciation
schedules, generating a balance
sheet, coping with lines of credit
and using the memo field to
track expenses that cross enter-
prise and category groups (such
as expenses associated with a
particular piece of equipment
that may be used in multiple
enterprises).
The concepts taught are
applicable to any computerized
record keeping system with
modifications. These workshops
will be taught hands-on using
Quicken ‘98 Basic™ in the
classroom.
Registration will be limited,
due to space and computer
availability, on a first-come first-
serve basis. If you are interested,
contact the Extension Office and
ask to have a brochure and
registration form sent to you.
Registration fee for each work-
shop, is $30 for one or two
people sharing one computer and
one set of handouts. The fee
covers handout materials,
refreshments, lunch and software
site license costs.
Building Your Safety Net
Lancaster County Extension
will be offering an in-depth,
multi-session short course
teaching risk management
principles. Each successive
workshop builds on previous
instruction. The workshop will
be offered on successive
Wednesday evenings from
March 11 to April 1 5:30 - 9:30
p.m. Participants will develop a
set of goals and a risk manage-
ment plan over the course of the
four weekly sessions. They will
learn about numerous forward
pricing and other risk manage-
ment tools and will learn which
marketing strategies work best
under various price outlook
scenarios.
Three follow-up visits are
planned to assess how well the
risk management plan is working
and to measure the financial
impact of the implementation of
the plan versus business as usual.
A registration fee of $60 per
person will cover the instruction,
handout materials, refreshments
and the dinner meal each week
for the 4 week series. Interested
parties should call the Extension
office for more information and a
registration form.
Private Pesticide Applicator
Training
Private pesticide applicators
still have two opportunities to
receive certification training in
Lancaster County. Sessions are
scheduled for Friday, March 13,
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. or Saturday,
March 14 9:00 a.m. - 12:00. A
registration fee of $10 will be
charged at the door. (TD)
Farm Leases Seminar
Whether you are a landowner or farmer who leases land for agricul-
tural production, you probably have some questions concerning farm
leasing arrangement. A Farm Lease Seminar will be held 9:00 a.m. -
12:00 p.m. on Monday, March 2. Three Extension specialists from
the University of Nebraska Department of Agricultural Economics
will be on hand to lead the discussions.
Farm Management Specialist Doug Jose will present informa-
tion on the various leasing arrangements available and how to
develop a lease to fit your situation. Farm Management Specialist
Larry Bitney will discuss making adjustments for changing farm
programs and site specific management methods utilizing modern
technology such as GPS/GIS systems. Extension Water Law Spe-
cialist David Aiken will address concerns affecting the legal aspects
of various farm leases and how to legally terminate a lease.
There will be a $4.00 registration fee to cover the cost of
material. Couples may register as one. Advanced registration is
recommended to insure enough resource material by calling the
Extension Office 441-7180, by Thursday, February 26. (WS)
Check out these winter workshops
The University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension will
sponsor the following workshops
taught by Extension specialists,
educators and research scientists.
Workshops will provide higher
level, more in-depth training for
agricultural professionals.
One-day workshops will run
approximately six hours, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Registration fees
include lunch and reference
materials. Interested persons
should register one week prior to
the date of the workshop. Most
of these workshops will take
place at the Agricultural Re-
search and Development Center
(ARDC), near Mead, Nebraska.
Persons interested in
attending, should carefully note
workshop locations.
February 17
Managing Alfalfa to Grow
Quality and Profitable Alfalfa.
This workshop will detail all
aspects of alfalfa production,
including insect, weed, disease,
fertilizer management, cutting
schedules for optimal quality,
quantity and stand viability and
water management/irrigation.
ARDC, near Mead
February 18
Assessing Soil Quality. This
workshop will provide tools and
approaches for monitoring soil
quality, sustainable crop produc-
tion, soil properties, soil chemis-
try and physics. Diagnosing and
finding solutions to problem
soils. Hands-on activities will
measure soil quality indices
using field test kits. ARDC, near
Mead.
February 19
Using Organic and Inor-
ganic Fertilizers for Nebraska
Crops. Elements used by plants:
functions and effects of the
essential elements. Nutrient
uptake by plants. Fertilizer
sources, including manures,
sewage sludges and inorganic
fertilizers on Nebraska crops.
ARDC, near Mead
February 24
Herbicide Mode of Action.
Herbicide absorption, transloca-
tion, metabolism, and site of
action in plants. Why herbicides
kill weeds and not crops. Site of
herbicide action as a basis for
weed resistance. College Park,
Grand Island
February 25
Weed Biology and Ecology.
Will examine how weeds
compete with each other and
crops for nutrients and sunlight,
weed population persistence,
shift in response to management
practices, processes and mecha-
nisms involved in crop re-
sponses. College Park, Grand
Island
February 26
Herbicide Mode of Action.
Herbicide absorption, transloca-
tion, metabolism, and site of
action in plants. Why herbicides
kill weeds and not crops. Site of
herbicide action as a basis for
weed resistance. ARDC, near
Mead
February 27
Field Crop Scout Training.
Identification and economic
thresholds of insect pests in corn
and soybeans, weed manage-
ment, crop disease identification,
fertility deficiency symptoms
and growth and development of
corn and soybeans. ARDC, near
Mead
March 3
Transgenic and Plant
Breeding Techniques. What is a
gene and how does it work?
What techniques are used to
develop genetically engineered
crops? How transgenic crops are
developed and how are they
different from other plants. Other
sources of genetic variability.
Principles of developing self and
cross pollinated crops. College
Park, Grand Island
March 5
Advanced Sprayer Tech-
nology for Row Crops. How to
get a quality spray job. Which
nozzle types are best for your
application? Nozzle demonstra-
tion. Spray coverage, particle
sizes and factors that contribute
to drift. How can you avoid
spray drift? Problem situation
and solutions. ARDC, near
Mead
March 12
Effect of Stress on Physiol-
ogy of Crops. Participants will
acquire a better understanding of
how stress factors such as soil
pH, moisture, temperature and
nutrient deficiencies impact the
growth, development and
eventual yield of corn and
soybeans. ARDC, near Mead
Oats for pasture,
hay and silage
Oats have not exactly been a very profitable crop to grow as grain the
past few years. However, there are several other good reasons for
planting oats this spring. Need a quick spring pasture, a high quality
grass hay, maybe a short-season silage, or something to thicken old
stands of alfalfa? Oats might be your answer.
Anyone that has grown oats knows they’re easy to establish, can
be seeded early in the spring and can solve short-term forage needs.
Oats will be ready to graze earlier than anything else you plant this
spring. Drill about three bushels per acre as soon as possible after mid-
March and oats will be six to eight inches tall and ready to graze in five
or six weeks. With good soil moisture and 30 to 60 pounds of nitrogen,
oats provide a couple months of grazing for one or two cows per acre.
What if you need hay that’s ideal for young stock? Then cut oats
just as it is heading out. This hay can have over 10 percent protein and
65 percent TDN as well as be very palatable. Or you can increase yield
by about one-third, and cut oats in the milk stage for hay with eight
percent protein and 55 percent TDN - an excellent feed for stock cows.
Oat hay cut at dough stage or with mature seed often is less
palatable and the leaves and stems are low quality. But these late cut
oats make good silage, if chopped fine and packed tight. Oats also have
a hidden potential to stimulate yields from a thin, worn out alfalfa
stand. If you discover that you suffered winter injury to your alfalfa and
have thin stands, you won’t reach your yield potential or much of it
might be in the form of weeds. To get that extra yield as good hay, just
drill a bushel of oats per acre directly into your alfalfa, as soon as
possible. Then cut your hay like normal.
There might not be much glamour in growing oats as a forage. But
its versatility more than makes up for any lack of prestige.
Source: Bruce Anderson, Extension Forage Specialist, UNL (WS)
CRP Meeting and
Burn School Planned
The Lancaster County Extension Office will host a meeting on
Tuesday, March 17 from 9:00 to 12:00 for landowners with
questions about the Conservation Reserve Program. The pro-
gram format will be an informal panel discussion led by Bruce
Anderson, Extension Forage Specialist at UN-L. Other panelists
include Russ Schultz, Superintendent of the Lancaster County
Noxious Weed Authority, Ken Nagel; Lancaster County Execu-
tive Director for the Farm Service Agency and a representative
from the Natural Resources Conservation Service. The purpose
of the meeting is to answer any questions landowners might
have regarding establishing and maintaining a CRP stand
including weed control and interseeding legumes into existing
stands.
An afternoon session on controlled burning is also planned,
if there is interest. The session will cover the basics of planning
and conducting a controlled burn and will be led by Ward Shires,
an Extension Educator in the Lancaster County Extension
Office. For more information please call 441-7180. (SCB)
continued on page 11
For more Farm Views articles,
please turn to page 11.
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Acreage
Insights
Learn at your convenience
NUFACTS (audio) Information Center
NUFACTS audio message center offers fast,
convenient information. In the Lincoln area call
441-7188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the 3-digit number of
the message you wish to hear.
NUFACTS (faxback) Information Center
NUFACTS faxback document center offers fast,
convenient information. In the Lincoln area call
441-7188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the 4-digit number of
the document you wish to receive.
"Part-time Farming" video
"Part-time Farming" will help effectively develop
your country environment and improve your quality
of life. Just one hour of "Part-time Farming"
provides numerous tips that will save you costly
mistakes and precious time. Call 402-441-7180 to
order your copy.
Acreage & Small Farm Insights Web Site
Visit our Internet web site at: http//ianrwww.
unl.edu/ianr/lanco/ag/acreage to learn about
Extension programs, publications and links to other
acreage and small farm information.
—24 hours a day, 7 days a week—
HELP!  Your input is needed.
In order to make the Acreage Section of the NEBLINE more responsive to your needs, we would
like to know what articles or topics you would like to see in this section. We are also considering
including a question and answer feature where we will try to find answers to your questions and
print them in a future issue of the NEBLINE. Please send your comments, suggestions or questions
to the NEBLINE Acreage Editor, Lancaster County Extension Office, 444 Cherrycreek Rd., Lincoln,
NE  68528-1507, or call 441-7180. Thanks for your help. (SCB)
Name______________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________
City ________________________ State__________________Zip Code _____________
Phone Number ______________________________________________________________
Comments, suggestions, or questions ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Management key to
controlling noxious weeds
New Acreage Owner's
Guide now available
4th Annual Acreage
Owner/Rural Living
Workshop scheduled
In Nebraska, state law requires
every landowner to control
noxious weeds on their prop-
erty. While there are several
effective methods for control-
ling noxious weeds, adopting
management practices that
prevent their occurrence and
spread will significantly reduce
the time and effort required to
control them.
One of the most important
management practices for
controlling noxious weeds is to
maintain a vigorous stand of
desirable vegetation to prevent
their establishment. Nature
abhors a vacuum. Vegetation of
some type will tend to fill in
bare areas or areas
that are sparsely
vegetated. The sites in
the county with the
most persistent noxious
weed problems have poor
stands of grass that lack
vigor and do not compete
well with invading weeds,
especially the non-native,
aggressive, noxious weeds. The
establishment of a vigorous
stand of desirable vegetation
on these sites will help reduce
the population of noxious
weeds and the amount of effort
required to control them.
The best approach to
getting a good grass stand is to
prepare a good seedbed, seed
with a drill and provide ad-
equate weed control until the
grass is established. In some
situations, especially if the area
is severely eroded, it may be
necessary to incorporate
fertilizer and/or organic matter
to insure a good stand.
Once the grass is estab-
lished, proper management and
utilization is the key to main-
taining a vigorous stand. If the
area is being grazed, be careful
not to over-graze. Over-grazing
reduces the vigor and competi-
tiveness of grass. Grazing
manage- ment that
inc ludes rest
p e r i o d s for
r e g r o w t h and
replenish- ment
of root re- serves
will help maintain a vigorous
stand that will compete well
with noxious weeds. It is also
important to remember that
many of the cool season
grasses, such as smooth
bromegrass, need to be fertil-
ized in order to maintain their
productivity and vigor. Contact
the Extension Office or the
Natural Resources Conserva-
tion Service for assistance in
establishing and maintaining a
vigorous stand of grass and
other vegetation.
Another key to controlling
the spread of noxious weeds is
to prevent the dissemination of
seeds and viable plant parts to
non-infested sites. Noxious
weeds produce large quantities
of seed that can remain viable
for many years until the
conditions are right for germi-
nation. Noxious weeds are
spread when seed, hay, topsoil,
sod, nursery stock and compost
materials that contain weed
seed are used in non-infested
areas. In order to prevent new
infestations of noxious weeds,
buyers and users of these
materials should insist that
they are weed free.
While musk thistle
and plumeless
thistle are spread
only by seed,
Canada thistle and leafy
spurge can also be spread
to new sites by segments of
their roots. To prevent this
from occurring, any machinery
that has been used in a noxious
weed infested area should be
thoroughly cleaned before it is
moved to a new site.
Controlling noxious weeds
is one of the topics that will be
discussed at the Rural Living
Clinic on Saturday, February
28. Additional information can
also be obtained by contacting
the Lancaster County Noxious
Weed Control Authority at
441-7817. (SCB)
A new guide for acreage owners entitled “A Place in the Country:
The Acreage Owner’s Guide” is available. The guide was developed
by a team of Extension educators to answer many of the commonly
asked questions regarding buying and living on an acreage. The
booklet is divided into 12 color coded sections covering a variety of
topics ranging from “Assessing the Rural Life” and “Knowing Your
Responsibilities” to “Handling Waste Water,” “Controlling Pests”
and “Living with Wildlife”. It also includes a section on things you
should know as a Nebraska landowner and who you should contact
for more information. If you would like a copy of the guide, contact
the Lancaster County Extension Office. Cost of the publication is
$1.00 plus postage. (SCB)
The 4th Annual Acreage Owner/Rural Living Workshop will be held
Saturday, March 7, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. at the University of
Nebraska Agricultural Research and Development Center (ARDC) -
Research and Education Building near Mead (see map). The work-
shop will feature presentations by several University and Extension
personnel on a variety of topics including: Planning Your Acreage,
Establishing Native Prairies, Vegetable Gardening, Pest Control,
Planting Trees for Wildlife, Tree Maintenance, Management Sys-
tems for Horses and Lease Agreements. There will also be educa-
tional displays and commercial exhibits addressing the specific
needs of acreage owners and small farm operators. There is no
registration fee for the workshop and preregistration is not required.
Lunch and snack items will be available for purchase at the work-
shop. For additional information, contact the Lancaster County
Extension Office. (SCB)
Rural Living Workshop
Whether you are just thinking of moving from the city to the country or have lived on an
acreage for years, there is still plenty to learn about living in a rural setting. If you have
questions and concerns about making this drastic change in your living style, you gain by
the experience of others at this sharing session designed for acreage owners. Topics to be
discussed include: adjusting to your new environment, how to landscape, planning a wind-
break, seeding for wildlife, learning the facts about limited services, tips on utilization of
extra acres, regulations covering weed control and many more items of interest.
The Acreage Owners Workshop will be Saturday, February 28, 1998. This activity will
begin at 10:00 a.m. and conclude at 3:00 p.m. with a brown bag lunch discussion at noon.
Registration cost is $5.00 per person which includes lunch from Brown Baggers and refresh-
ments. Advanced registration should be made by calling 441-7180 or E-mail
cnty5021@unlvm.unl.edu no later than 4:00 p.m., Friday, February 27. Late registrations
and walk-ins may not be guaranteed a lunch. (WS)
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Food &
Fitness
FREE FoodTalk e-mail
newsletter
"FoodTalk"  provides a short
"how-to" message on food,
nutrition or food safety for
health professionals, educators
and consumers. To be added
to the mailing list, e-mail
Alice Henneman at
cnty5028@unlvm.unl.edu
Nutrition and Food
Safety Web Site
Visit our internet web site at:
http//ianrwww.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/family/safety.htm to
learn about programs, publica-
tions and links to other sites.
NUFACTS
NUFACTS offers fast, conve-
nient information 24 hours a day,
7 days a week . In the Lincoln
area call 441-7188; for the rest
of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the
3-digit number of the message
you wish to hear.
368 Should You Consume
Caffeine?
370 Walking for Weight Control
360 Avoiding Mealtime Hassles
with Preschoolers
and many more...
YOUR
information
center...
around the
clock
Focus
on Food
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT
Extension Educator
NEBLINE articles may be reprinted without special permission if the
source is acknowledged as “University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County NEBLINE.” If the article includes a
byline, please acknowledge the author and their title.
Nutrition Education
Program
for Limited Resource Families
Maureen Burson
Extension Educator
N
E
P
utrition
ducation
rogram
With an average of 31% less fat than 10 years ago, pork is leaner
than ever. A 3-ounce serving has less than 200 calories and 9 grams
of fat. When shopping for lean pork, just remember this rule of
thumb: The leanest cuts have the word “loin” in their name, such as
pork tenderloin.
Enjoy this quick and easy pork recipe from Jane Reeson,
Nebraska Pork Producers Association. For a set of pork recipes with
less than six ingredients that can be made in 15 minutes, send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Nebraska Pork Producers
Association; Attn: Lean Meals in Minutes; A103 Animal Science;
UNL East Campus; Lincoln, NE 68583-0834.
Fantastic Pork Fajitas
(makes 4 servings)
1 lb. pork tenderloin, cut into 1/8-inch thick strips
(trim all visible fat)
1 cup sliced green, red and yellow bell peppers
1/2 medium onion, sliced
1 teaspoon crushed red pepper
4 flour tortillas, warmed
Spray a large nonstick skillet with vegetable spray. Heat skillet
over medium-high heat until hot. Add pork strips, bell peppers,
onion and crushed red pepper to skillet; stir-fry 5 minutes. Roll up
1/4 of the meat mixture in each tortilla.
Serving suggestions: Serve with salsa and fresh fruit.
Nutrition facts per serving: 295 calories, 9 grams total fat (3
grams saturated fat), 66 milligrams cholesterol, 194 milligrams
sodium, 27 grams protein, 22 grams carbohydrate. (AH)
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT, Extension Educator
NEP reaches out
Healthy eating is important to
everyone, including the elderly.
That is the message brought to
62 seniors at Burke Plaza,
Mahoney Manor, Asian Center
and the Malone Center. Resi-
dents gather together for presen-
tations by nutrition advisors on a
variety of topics, such as reduc-
ing salt in the diet, lowfat snacks,
cooking for one or two and food
safety. Presentations include
interactive nutrition education,
food demonstrations and recipes.
In November, Asian Center
participants requested informa-
tion on how to prepare turkeys.
Since refrigerators and freezers
are not readily available in their
home countries, they wanted to
learn proper storage techniques
of perishable foods in America.
NEP staff teamed up to demon-
strate how to cut up and divide
an uncooked turkey. Since most
of the 21 participants prepare
meals for one or two people,
learning how to repackage and
freeze the parts of a whole turkey
provided several economical
meals for the senior citizens.
Through an interpreter,
Lenora Fittro emphasized the
importance of clean hands and
cutting surfaces. They learned
that it’s easiest if the turkey is
very cold and slightly stiff. She
demonstrated how to cut off the
wings, remove the drumsticks
and thigh, and cut back from the
breast. After explaining proper
cooking techniques, she showed
how to package the pieces for
future use. They learned how
long to store turkey in the
refrigerator and the freezer.
After Lenora’s presentation,
Charlene Morris showed the
Mia Sullivan (right), Vietnamese interpreter, helps NEP teach nutrition.
group how to carve a roasted
turkey. She explained different
ways in which leftover turkey
could be prepared. She encour-
aged them to use seasonings
which are native to their country.
The seniors then had the oppor-
tunity to sample the turkey.
Barb Yllescas has worked
with Vietnamese translators to
develop a food safety fact sheet
for Vietnamese families.
After the presentation,
Vietnamese interpreter, Mia
Sullivan said that not many of
the participants have bought
turkey because they didn’t know
what to do with it. She believes
many more will after the demon-
strations.
Visual demonstrations have
been the most successful teach-
ing method for non-English
speaking audiences. NEP is
committed to expand abilities to
serve non-English audiences
through bilingual staff and use of
interpreters.
Q. Everything is ready for the meal but my guests have been
delayed at least an hour. What shall I do to hold the food?
A. Remember the basic food safety rules:
1. Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold.
2. Don’t let any cooked food, meat or poultry, remain in the danger
zone—between 40° F and 140° F—for more than two hours.
If you have hot foods in the oven, you may be able to hold them
safely until your guests arrive. Put a meat thermometer in the
thickest part of your roast or poultry, or center of your casserole.
Adjust the oven temperature so that the food stays at an internal
temperature of 140° F or above. An oven temperature of 200 to 250°
F should be sufficient to hold the food. To prevent dryness, cover the
dishes or wrap with aluminum foil.
Got a bellyache? Think sprue
Celiac Sprue, often called
nontropical sprue, is a digestive
disorder that is often difficult to
diagnose and mimics many other
less serious conditions. It is often
not considered because it is so
uncommon in the U.S. Beckee
Moreland, Lincoln representative
of the Celiac Sprue Association/
United States of America, Inc.
(CSA/USA), offers the following
information about Celiac Sprue
from literature provided by the
Celiac Sprue Association.
Classic symptoms are
usually, but not always, bloating,
intestinal gas, diarrhea and/or
constipation, fatigue, irritability
and abdominal pain.
People with celiac sprue
must restrict their dietary gluten.
Gluten is a protein found in
grains, principally wheat, barley,
rye and oats and presents no
problems for the majority of the
population. For celiacs, through
a complex process, gluten
destroys or flattens intestinal
villi, the microscopic hair-like
protrusions on the inner intesti-
nal walls.
There is no present known
cure for celiac disease. Strict
adherence to a gluten-free diet is
required for life as even small
amounts of gluten can cause
damage. Protein from these
grains— wheat, barley, rye and
oats in any form (as ingredients,
additives, etc.)—MUST NOT be
consumed by persons with
Celiac Sprue. Most celiacs also
are found to react to millet,
buckwheat, triticale, quinoa,
amaranth and spelt. Care during
food preparation is extremely
important.
If you feel that you, a family
member or friend may have this
disease, check with your physi-
cian. For more information about
Celiac Sprue and suitable foods,
Lincoln area residents can
contact Moreland at 489-9455.
Outside the Lincoln area, contact
the Omaha office of CSA/USA
at 402-558-0600. (AH)
Diabetes Home Study
Course
Call Alice Henneman (441-7180)
for more information.
Looking for a program
for your group?
In less than 30 minutes, receive training and materials so you
can do one or both of these food safety activities with your
group. We’ll meet with you individually at your convenience.
Schedule an appointment with Extension Educator Alice
Henneman at 441-7180.
• “Don’t Get Bugged by a Foodborne Illness.” This award-
winning bingo-type game  teaches basic home food safety.
• “Clean Hands Campaign!” Improperly washed hands are one
of the major carriers of foodborne illness. Have fun using “glo-
germ” to teach hand washing! (AH)
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Jean Wheelock
FCE Council Chair
by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
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Using cold water for washing may cause some stains not to
come out and white items may not be white as they were. This
is related to the water temperature.
The effectiveness of laundry products is reduced as water
temperature decreases and can be seriously reduced if the
temperature goes below 60o F. Try using a warm wash and a
cold rinse; your results will probably improve. (LB)
A happy and
healthy new
year to every-
one. I’d like to
introduce
myself to you
as your FCE county chair for the
next couple of years. I have been
a member for a number of years,
being active in the Emerald FCE
Club. I am looking forward to
helping our organization grow
and prosper.
A big “thank you” to all the
club presidents or representatives
who attended our planning
session. I really hope that
everyone will feel their ideas are
valuable and we certainly need
the support of all the clubs.
Membership in FCE is open
to all in our community whether
through a club or as an indi-
vidual.
Our council goal is to have
each club sponsor a community
project, food bank, city mission,
friendship home, etc., and then
report on what was accomplished
at our annual achievement day.
We have planned an interest-
ing year.  Remember everyone is
welcomed and encouraged to
come to all our council events.
January 26, 1 p.m. will be
our 1997 achievement program.
Clarice Orr will be our speaker
and we will have recognition for
years of membership.
March 23, 12:15 p.m. at K’s
Restaurant for lunch and our
speaker will be Mary Carlson
from the cancer society.
June 9-11, State Convention
in Fremont.
June 22, 7 p.m. White
Elephant-silent auction and
report on State Convention.
July 9, the popular Sizzling
Summer Sampler will return.
September 28, 7 p.m.
election of officers. Our speaker
will be Rollie Schneider.
October 26, Achievement
Day
So mark your calendars and
encourage all members to attend
these events.
And remember—to make
our organization great; we need
help, suggestions and volunteers.
So don’t be shy—we need you.
See you January 26. (LB)
Focus on Keeping
Families First
Communication—It is important for families to have many oppor-
tunities to share their thoughts and feelings. Taking the time to listen
to each other helps strengthen family relationships.
Family Pledge Idea—Look for new ways for your family to
share. Be creative!
Tips from Myrna DuBois, Extension Educator from Stanton
County Cooperative Extension. (KW)
The March leader training lesson, “Making Character Count in Your
Community” is scheduled for Tuesday, February 24 at 1 or 7 p.m.
LaDeane Jha, Extension Educator, will present the lesson. Learn
how the concepts can strengthen the character of young people and
communities by focusing on six universal values called “Pillars of
Character”.  These pillars are trustworthiness, fairness, respect,
responsibility, caring, and citizenship. Take steps as a result of this
lesson to become actively involved in a program that is gaining
momentum in Lancaster County. Find out what you can do to make
a difference.
Anyone interested in this topic is invited to attend. Non-FCE
members should register by calling 441-7180. (LB)
March leader training
Now is the time to apply for scholarships and grants if you are
planning to continue your education. Applications for the following
scholarships may be obtained at the University of Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension in Lancaster County.
A $200 Homemaker’s Education Grant, sponsored by the
Nebraska Association of Family and Community Education Clubs,
Inc., is available for an FCE club member planning to take courses
leading to an academic degree, vocational training or completing
high school. Applications are due April 1, 1998. The grant must be
used between June 1 and December 31, 1998.
A $125 scholarship is available for a graduate of a high school
in Lancaster County or a permanent resident of Lancaster County
majoring in family and consumer science or a health occupation.
This is open to full-time students beginning their sophomore, junior
or senior year of college in the fall of 1998 or who have completed
two quarters of study in a vocational school. Applications are due
April 1 in the Extension Office. (LB)
FCE scholarships
Teens and alcohol
The following actions are practical guidelines for parents who
struggle with the issue of alcohol use by adolescents.
Parents can:
1. Set clear, non-negotiable limits regarding alcohol use by
young people.
2. Follow through with consequences.
3. Talk about alcohol and other drugs early.
4. Take alcohol use seriously.
5. Work with other parents.
6. Establish clear guidelines for parties.
7. Model responsible choices. (LJ)
Character Counts! Family Retreat
Get away for the afternoon with your family at the Character Counts! Family Retreat on Sunday, March
1, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.  Enjoy time together promoting positive character development through:
• Fun activities using the Six Pillars of Character Counts!
• Creating unique family pledges.
• Family time resources kits.
Any questions? Call Karen Whitson or LaDeane Jha, 441-7180. If your family is interested in
attending, please return the registration form along with the $10.00 family fee to: Lancaster County
Extension; 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, NE 68528-1507.
Family Name ______________________________________________________________________
# of Family Members Attending ______________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________ State __________ Zip___________________
Phone ____________________________________________________________________________
Dads and other relatives
as child care providers
According to a recent U.S.
Census Bureau report compiled
from 1994 data, when mom has
to go to work, the task of caring
for preschool children most
likely falls to a member of the
child’s family and especially to
the father.
Forty-three percent of the
10.3 million children ages 5 and
under, whose mothers go to
work, are left with a family
member. Another 29% are in
daycare or nursery school and
21% are cared for by non-
relatives in either the child’s
home or the caregiver’s home.
The report indicates that
18% of preschoolers whose
mothers work are cared for by
fathers, 15% are watched by
grandparents and 9% are under
the protection of siblings, aunts,
uncles and other relatives.
The report says that family
daycare is most often the choice
of low-income families. “When
families are poor or receive
government assistance, or the
mother works part-time or on a
non-day shift, they rely even
more on relatives for child care
and less on organized facilities,”
says report author Lynne Casper.
“In these cases, over half of the
children are cared for by relatives
other than their mother. Approxi-
mately 5% of working mothers
care for their own children while
they are on the job. This category
is most likely to include moms
who work at home, or have play
areas at their place of employ-
ment.” (LJ)
Social indicators of child well-being
Family Retreat Registration Form
Registration fee is $10.00 per family. Make check(s) payable to Cooperative Extension.
Registration deadline is February 27.
p Please reserve a “Kids for Character” or “Choices Count” video for me. (Video is $10 each.)
Return registration form and fee to: LaDeane Jha; UNL Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County;
444 Cherrycreek Road; Lincoln, NE 68528-1507. (KW)
Child well-being is frequently
described in terms “economic
measures”—how many children
are living in poverty, how many
live in families receiving public
assistance, and how many
receive free or reduced school
lunches. Economic measures,
however, do not tell the entire
story. There are many social
indicators that play significant
roles in the quality of life for
children. Some of these include,
immigration and use of English,
educational outcomes and family
structure.
The current status of Asian
and Hispanic groups in the
United States has been signifi-
cantly affected by recent immi-
gration. During the 1980’s,
immigration accounted for about
half of the total population
growth among Hispanics and
nearly three-quarters of the
growth among Asian Americans.
In 1990, 36 percent of Asian
American children and 18
percent of Hispanic children
were born outside the U.S. Many
of the children born in the U.S.
were born to foreign-born
parents.
Some children live in
households where none of the
adults speak English. When
continued on page 11
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Œ Saturday, February 21—PAK 10 Rabbit Judging Clinic and
Contest at the Douglas County Extension Office. Registration
is at 8:30 a.m. (EK)
Œ Also, Saturday, February 21 is the Eighth Annual Otoe County
4-H Rabbit Show at the Fair Center in Syracuse. Registration
is at 8:00 a.m. (EK)
Œ Registration deadline for Horsin’ Around Clinic is Friday,
February 27. The clinic is Saturday, March 7 and Sunday,
March 8 at the Animal Science Complex, UNL. Call Ellen,
441-7180 for more information. (EK)
Œ Monday, March 2—CWF sponsor applications due. (DL)
Œ Sunday, March 8—Teen Council meeting, 3:00-5:00 p.m.
All interested teens are invited. (TK)
Œ Eastern Nebraska 4-H Camp Staff in Training (SIT) applica-
tions are due March 15. Applications for SIT and camp
counselors are available at the Extension Office. (LB)
Œ Friday, March 20—Speech contest entries due. (LB)
Œ The new state and county photography themes have been
announced: 4-H Is... and What Do You See in a Fence Post?
Keep these in mind as you begin taking photographs for your
1998 photography exhibits. (TK)
Œ Remember—All 4-H clubs have their own mailbox at the
Extension office. 4-H leaders will want to check them from
time to time for information and materials. If time is an issue,
another parent or member from the club is welcome to check
the 4-H mailbox too. (TK)
Œ If you have material or information that needs to be dropped
off at the office after hours, please use our drop box. It is
located in front of the building. (TK)
Œ Be a Better Gardener 4-H program - see Horticulture section
(page 2) for more information. Applications due March 30,
1998 (MJM)
Œ 4-H Music Contest is Sunday, April 26, at 2:00 p.m. at Dawes
Middle School. Rules can be found in last year's fair book.
Stop by the office or call Tracy to get a registration form. All
registrations are due to the office by April 17. (TK)
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4-H & Youth
4-H leader training
New and newly reorganizing leaders are invited to attend this 4-H
leader training to assist you in 4-H club management, activities and
projects. Please bring your questions, comments, concerns, success
stories and frustrations!
Tuesday, March 3
9:30 a.m. or 7:00 p.m. (TK)
Calling all leaders and parents
interested in program planning
and sharing ideas for 4-H clubs
A 4-H Idea Share is scheduled for Thursday, March 5, 7:00-9:00
p.m. Ideas for club meetings, workshops, leader training,
community service, Key Leader and Character Counts! pro-
grams will be covered. This is an opportunity for experienced
leaders, new leaders and parents to share techniques that have
been successful. For more information, call Lorene. (LB)
4-H club officer training
All 4-H members are encouraged to attend officer training. Everyone
will discover how to conduct a meeting and how to use parliamen-
tary procedure. 4-H members will also have an opportunity to
participate in a mock meeting. (DL)(TK)
Saturday, February 21
9:30-11:30 a.m.
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln
Speech and PSA Contest
scheduled for March
The 1998 Lancaster County 4-H
Speech and PSA Contest will be
Sunday, March 29, 2:00 p.m. at
the State Capitol Building. This
contest is an opportunity for
youth to develop or improve
communication skills.
Youth will compete in one of
three divisions. Novice division
speakers (8 and 9 years old)
present a speech of up to 2
minutes in length. Junior
division speakers (10 and 11
years old) present for 2-3
minutes. Intermediate division
speakers (12 and 13 years old)
present for 3-5 minutes and the
senior division speakers (14 to
19 years old) present for 5-8
minutes. Youth can also prepare
a 45 second Public Service
Announcement for the contest.
More information on the
speech contest can be obtained
Speech workshop
Sunday, February 22, 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Lancaster Extension Education Center
444 Cherrycreek Road
This workshop will give you valuable tips on how
to write and give speeches. Remember, the 4-H
speech contest is March 29.
All ages welcome! (DL)
Dog
information
workshop
Anyone interested in dogs is
invited to attend this informa-
tional workshop. The workshop
is Wednesday, February 18 at
7:00 p.m. Dr. Fran Savage will
present Dog Health Care. Look
in the NEBLINE each month for
more information on upcoming
workshops. Everyone is invited
to attend! (DL)
Free baby
chicks
Baby chicks are hatching around
February 6, March 20 and May 8
as a result of Embryology, a 4-H
school enrichment program. If
you live on a farm or acreage and
wish to receive free chicks,
please call Ellen at 441-7180 to
arrange for your pick-up of
chicks. They are available near
the above mentioned dates.
(ALH)
Youth in agriculture
loans
Farm Credit Services has allocated $10,000 for 4-H and FFA
loan projects for production livestock in 1998. All 4-H and FFA
participants, age 12 and older, can apply for a loan for their
project animals. The program is a combination loan program
and educational program about agricultural financing. A
maximum of $1000 is available per participant. The loan must
be repaid by November 1, including 6.5% simple interest
charge. Applications will be taken through April 15. Obtain
applications from Kelly Lenners at Farm Credit Services at
423-6642. (DL)
by attending the 4-H speech and
PSA workshop Sunday, February
22, 6:00-7:30 p.m., or by calling
Deanna or Tracy at 441-7180.
To register for the speech
and PSA contest, call the
Lancaster County Extension
Office by Friday, March 20.
Please include your 4-H age (as
of January 1, 1998) and the title
of  your speech. (DL)
CWF
clothing drive
Now is the time to clean out your closets of all
good, used clothing and shoes! The Lancaster
County CWF youth are conducting a clothing
drive February 27-March 1. An American
Clothing truck will be parked at the Extension
office, 444 Cherrycreek Road, on those dates
to collect the items. The clothing will go to
thrift shops in Omaha. A portion of the pro-
ceeds ($.10 per pound) will benefit the
Lancaster County Citizenship Washington
Focus group. This group is planning a trip to
Washington D.C. in 1999 to learn about
government. Your generosity is appreciated.
        (DL)
v v v v v v v v
v v v v v v v v
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4-H & Youth
ORSE BITS
One of the more overlooked
aspects of horse riding is the
physical fitness requirement of
the rider. Although you need not
be a body builder, a certain
amount of strength is necessary
to increase muscular endurance
and agility. The muscles called
on most often when riding are
those of the legs, hips, buttocks,
and belly. Since this would be
considered the “off-season” for
riding, here are some suggestions
for companion activities to keep
yourself fit and prevent muscle
atrophy.
According to Cherry Hill,
author of Becoming an Effective
Rider, there are several activities
which will help keep you
physically well-rounded and
prevent injury when resuming
your riding schedule.
Bicycling is a good riding-
season companion sport, provid-
ing cardiopulmonary improve-
ment as well as fine tuning your
equilibrium. Cross-country
skiing is a great “off-season”
activity keeping both your
muscles and your cardiopulmo-
nary system in shape. The
characteristic crouch of the skier
uses many of the same muscles
as riding does, and the aerobic
exercise is unequaled in winter
sports.
Indoor cross-training can
include various types of dance;
ballet for improving your
flexibility, and ballroom or
country dance for coordination
State 4-H
BB/Air Gun
Tournament
The State BB/Air Gun
Tournament is scheduled for
Saturday, March 21, in the
Lancaster Building, State
Fair Park from 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. The tournament is
open to youth in the 4-H
shooting sports project.
Registration forms are
available at the Extension
Office and due March 13.
The tournament will include
a four-position BB gun or
three-position air gun section
and a 50 question written
test. For more information,
contact Lorene at 441-7180.
(LB)
New 4-H projects for 1998
Attention Shoppers! A clothing consumer project. A pre-teen version
of Shopping in Style—information on selecting and buying, self-
esteem, laundry and clothing repair.
A new food series is also available: Six Easy Bites, Tasty
Tidbits, You’re the Chef and Foodworks. (TK)
Community service
awards program
Colgate-Palmolive Company is offering community service awards
of $100-$1000 for service work performed between March 1, 1997
and March 1, 1998. A flyer is available. If your club has completed
an exciting community service project, be sure to apply! (LB)
Do you like to chat on the Internet? Would you like to have
the opportunity to talk to other 4-H members nationwide?
Well, now you can. “4-H Chat Night” is every Monday at
5:00 p.m. You can access the chat using Netscape 3.0+ or
Internet Explorer 3.0+ via the link from the California 4-H
home page (http://fourh.ucdavis.edu) or directly (http://
fourh.ucdavis.edu.8080).
If you know how to use IRC software (like mIRC or
PIRCH—available to download from the Internet), you can
connect to the server: fourh.ucdavis.edu on port 6667
(fourh.ucdavis.edu:6667).
This communication tool has been set up for use nation-
wide by both youth and adults connected with the 4-H
program. It is not connected to any other chat servers to limit
the likelihood of inappropriate discussion matter. However,
parental supervision is recommended.
Enjoy! (TK)
Kiwanis
Karnival
Karnival time is here! The Kiwanis Karnival is a free family event sponsored by
Lincoln Center Kiwanis and the 4-H Council. It is scheduled for Saturday, April
18, 7:00-9:00 p.m. at State Fair Park. All 4-H families are invited to attend this
fun and free activity.
4-H clubs or families are needed to provide carnival-type game booths for
the evening. Each booth will have an area 4' x 6' to use. Prizes are provided. If
your club or family would like to provide a booth, call the Extension Office to
register by March 21. More information will be provided to those assisting with
booths.
There will be bingo for the adults and treats for all. Plan now to attend this
fun, family activity. For more information, call Lorene at 441-7180. (LB)
and sequenced movements.
Fencing utilizes some of the
same muscles as riding and can
improve your reaction time as
well as developing a sense of
poise. Gymnastics can improve
balance, strength, poise and
focus.
As you sit and read this
paper, you are burning approxi-
mately 30 calories per hour. If
you were riding your horse at a
walk, you would use 120-240
calories per hour; at a trot, 240-
420 calories per hour; at a canter,
up to 480 calories per hour. With
proper conditioning in both
winter and summer, you’ll be at
your best when it’s time to show!
(EK)
Computerize your
4-H records
The Nebraska 4-H homepage found at http://www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/
4h/ gives templates for “Building Your 4-H Records” for Word
Perfect 5.1, 6.0, 6.1 and 7.0, as well as, Microsoft Word and Excel.
You may want to download these onto your home computer. Once
you get your records on computer, it will be a lot easier to update.
(DL)
Attention
4-H
web surfers!
Money available
to 4-H clubs
The Nebraska Investment Finance Authority (NIFA)
has made 25 awards of $1000 each available to 4-H
clubs in Nebraska. The purpose of the awards is to:
• Allow 4-H members to explore careers in
agriculture
• Strengthen the image of agriculture in local
communities
• Strengthen 4-H educational programs which
emphasize agriculture and life skills
In order for 4-H clubs to be considered for an award, the
primary focus of their activities must be of an agricultural nature.
Applications must be approved by an Extension Educator and
must be received by University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension
in Lancaster County by March 2. For an application and more
information, please call Lorene at 441-7180. (LB)
4-H Lock-in
The Lancaster County 4-H Teen Council conducted an overnight lock-in
for 5th and 6th graders on January 23. "Around the World in a Day"
was the theme and youth found themselves traveling to Japan, Italy
and Mexico. The participants above are shown working on a traditional
Japanese art project.
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Community
Focus Nebraska LEAD Program
The Nebraska LEAD Program is
an innovative leadership and
education program for individu-
als involved in production
agriculture and agribusiness. Its
mission is “to prepare and
motivate men and women in
agriculture for more effective
leadership.”
Eligible members of the
community are encouraged to
investigate this exceptional
learning and leadership opportu-
nity.
Fellowship applications are
available through the Nebraska
LEAD Program Office and due
June 15 of each year. Following
application, applicants and
spouses are asked to interview
with a LEAD selection commit-
tee in one of five geographic
districts of the state. The Ne-
braska Agricultural Leadership
Council’s Board of Directors
determines final selection of up
to 30 individuals who are
selected annually.
Selection Criteria:
•  Resident of Nebraska and
citizen of the United States.
• Men and women in the
general age range of 25 to 45.
• Involved in farming,
ranching, agribusiness or other
agriculturally related occupation.
• Demonstrated leadership
potential.
• Willingness and ability to
adjust personal and business
interests to accommodate in-state
and study/travel seminars.
(GCB)
For an application or more
information, make inquiries to:
The Nebraska LEAD Program
Room 35, Food Industry
    Complex
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0924
phone: 472-6810
fax: 472-6799
http://ianrwww.unl.edu/cld/
lead.htm
Grant funds available
for landscaping and
tree planting projects
The UNL-Nebraska Forest Service and the Nebraska Statewide
Arboretum have announced two programs targeted to assist commu-
nities and organizations in Nebraska with landscaping and tree
planting projects beginning in 1998.
Nebraska Green Space Stewardship Initiative—designed to
assist communities with renewal, renovation or development of
community green spaces based on environmentally sound design
and management practices. (May 1, application deadline.)
Nebraska Community Enhancement Program—designed to
assist communities and other public entities in Nebraska with the
implementation of landscaping projects that improve the state’s
transportation corridors. (March 20, application deadline)
A grant applicants workshop is scheduled for February 18 in
Lincoln, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. For more information, contact the
Nebraska Statewide Arboretum, P.O. Box 83715, Lincoln, NE
68583-0715 or phone 472-2212, e-mail <nesa004@unlvm.unl.edu>.
(GCB)
Nebraska Health and
Human Services
system on the web
The HHS System Web Page’s address is http://www.hhs.state.ne.us.
When you visit the site, you’ll have access to all of the news
releases issued by the HHS System, in addition to the following:
• A Status Update of Nebraska’s Redesign of Health and Human
Services Delivery (accessible from the Policy Cabinet page).
• A Summary of Bills Passed during the 1997 Nebraska Legisla-
tive Session of interest to the HHS System (accessible from the
Policy Cabinet page).
• The Nebraskas Health and Human Services Action Plan that
sets forth the strategic direction for the Nebraska Health and Human
Services System for the calendar years 1997 and 1998 (accessible
from the Policy Cabinet page).
• Information about a variety of the programs/services provided
and/or administered by the HHS System. (GCB)
Character education
in the community
“It takes a village to raise a
child.” Whether cited as folklore,
asserted in conversation, printed
as the title of a book or ex-
pressed in other ways, those
eight words convey a fundamen-
tal truth of character education.
The search for an ethical life is
shaped by many factors; many
are outside, but very close to
home.
Throughout life—and
especially during the formative
early years—the “village” of
family, neighbors and friends
shapes a young person’s life. As
the years go by, each individual
becomes a unique composite, a
partial reflection of the thoughts,
behaviors, standards and actions
of others.
We now speak of a commu-
nity rather than a village; the
terminology has changed, but the
meaning remains the same. The
site for informal character
education and the nurturing
place for ethical decisions, is
close to home. It is the commu-
nity—the place and the people
who share with one another in
ways making up the fabric of
life.
Character Counts! provides
“tools” for instruction in charac-
ter education in the home, the
school and the 4-H club. Charac-
ter education also takes place
outside the home, the classroom
and the club.
Community life provides the
arena and a major part of the
content of character education.
It’s the place where many
people, going about their daily
lives, provide the context and the
content of character education—
the way they live their lives
speaks louder than words.
Through lives reflecting the
six pillars of character—trust-
worthiness, responsibility,
respect, fairness, caring and
citizenship—community resi-
dents actively engage in charac-
ter education in the community.
In the community, who you are
and what you do provides
continuous coaching for those
who grow up around you.
To paraphrase the familiar
quotation, “It takes a community
to raise a child.” That community
starts with you.
Source: Ups & Downs of
Parenting Adolescents, Decem-
ber 1997, Nancy Schmerdtmann,
Extension Educator. (LJ)
So you need a water well?
A Consumer's Guide to
Homeowners' Drinking
Water (Miscellaneous Publication No. 43)
This concise, well written publication was recently prepared coop-
eratively by the Nebraska Well Drillers Association and the Conser-
vation and Survey Division of IANR, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. A copy is available free of charge and may be obtained
from the UNL Conservation and Survey Division at 472-7523.
(GCB)
March 15-21 is
National Agriculture Week
Something we should all
celebrate is National Agriculture
Week.
Not only does American
agriculture provide for our food
and fiber needs, it drives our
economy and is a bargain
because of the efficiency and
productivity of our nation’s
farmers and ranchers.
Currently, we spend 11.4%
of our personal income on food,
while Japan spends 21%, Italy
spends 26% and China spends
53%. Just consider what it would
be like to spend more than half
of your income for food alone. In
addition, we as American people
should understand the tremen-
dous contribution agriculture
makes to the U.S. balance of
trade. Agriculture is our nation’s
largest exporter with $100 billion
generated annually in exports to
foreign markets.
By the year 2030, world
population is expected to reach
7.9 billion people and possibly
surpassing 10 billion by the end
of the next century. With the
increasing population, demand
for food and fiber will be
unprecedented. Utilizing new
technology in agriculture while
at the same time working to care
for land, water and air will be
challenges for the future.
During National Agriculture
Week, please take time to
acknowledge the important
contribution agriculture brings to
Nebraska and our nation.
Nebraska ag facts (Source:
Nebraska Dept. of Agriculture)
• Production agriculture
contributes nearly $9 billion to
Nebraska’s economy each year.
• One of every four Nebras-
kans depends upon agriculture
for employment.
• Every dollar in ag exports
generates $1.59 in economic
activities such as transportation,
financing, warehousing and
production. Nebraska’s $3.2
billion in ag exports translate
into $5 billion in additional
economic activity each year.
• Nebraska has 56,000 farms
and ranches; the average opera-
tion consists of 839 acres;
average net income ranged from
$28,000-$44,000 during the last
four years.
• Over 40% of the feed
grains grown in Nebraska are fed
to livestock in this state.
• Nebraska’s livestock
industry accounts for approxi-
mately 60% of the state’s total
agricultural receipts each year.
Three out of four farms have
livestock or poultry operations.
• One American farmer/
rancher produces enough food
for 129 people—95 in the U.S.
and 34 abroad.
• Of every dollar spent on
food, the farm value is 21 cents;
37 cents goes to labor used by
manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers. The remaining 42 cents,
pays for marketing costs such as
packaging, transportation and
advertising.
continued on page 11
Ag Day - March 20
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March 15-21 is National
Agriculture Week
continued from page 10
Pest management in and
around your home...
continued from page 3
v  v  v
v  v  v
example of a least toxic control
is vacuuming accidental invaders
like spiders, box elder bugs, elm
leaf beetles, clover mites,
millipedes and crickets. For
many insects that merely wander
inside the house, this is equally
as effective as an aerosol spray.
Other examples of least toxic
control are using insect growth
regulators, low toxic baits, and
eliminating entry into the home
by sealing cracks and crevices.
According to the results of a
recent survey by the University
of Kentucky, 77% of respondents
were concerned with pesticide
use around the home. We
encourage clients to use a least
toxic approach whenever it will
effectively solve the problem.
When you have a pest problem
and you don’t know how to solve
it, call the Lancaster County
Extension Office and see if there
is a least toxic control approach
that will work for you. (BPO)
• In 1995, Nebraska’s
commercial banks loaned $4.42
billion to finance ag production
and real estate. Those loans
involved 98.6% of Nebraska
banks.
Nebraska’s natural resources
• Nebraska’s farms and
ranches utilize 47 million
acres—95% of the state’s total
land area.
• Nebraska is fortunate to
have aquifers below it, making it
possible to irrigate 8.1 million
acres of cropland. If poured over
the surface of the state, the water
in those aquifers would have a
depth of 37.9 feet.
• Nearly 24,000 miles of
rivers and streams add to
Nebraska’s bountiful natural
resources.
• There are nearly 23 million
acres of rangeland and pasture-
land in Nebraska—half of which
are in the Sandhills. (GB)
tional and leadership skills and
become recognized as an
influential community leader.
Most importantly though, they
are developing and leading
young people to become future
leaders of our community, state,
and nation.
4-H youth prepare for the
future as they learn lifetime
skills, develop confidence and
become responsive citizens. If
you know a youth who would
like to be involved in 4-H, or if
you or someone you know would
4-H: What it's all about
continued from front page
March 25
Crop Disease Basics:
Fungal and Nematode Patho-
gens. Principles of plant disease
diagnostics. Detailed life cycles,
identification and microscope
examination of fungal pathogens
and nematodes. Implications for
the future: transgenic plants as a
source of resistance. Enrollment
limited to 30 persons. Please
register for this workshop by
March 6, 1998 to allow time for
parking passes and room loca-
tion information to be sent to
you. UNL East Campus, Plant
Science Bldg.
For more information or to
register for these programs,
contact the ARDC (402-624-
8030). (BPO)
Check out these winter
workshops
continued from page 4
Social indicators of child well-being
continued from page 7
parents have trouble communi-
cating with institutions, like
schools and public offices,
children are at a disadvantage.
Children living in households
where no one over the age of 13
speaks English well are labeled
“linguistically isolated.”
Another social indicator is
where a child is, in relation, to
other children their age in
school.  Students who lag behind
their age group are likely to
experience many problems.
Those who are not in the appro-
priate grade for their age group
are probably having difficulty
performing in school and may
suffer social and emotional
problems as well. Since migra-
tion can be disruptive to the
educational process, it is not
surprising that many groups with
large numbers of immigrants
also show a large share of
children behind in school. In
several groups, 10 percent or
more of the group are behind
grade.
Family structure is often an
important determinant of child’s
income, in part because it is so
closely tied to family income. In
addition to lower income,
children in single-parent families
report that they receive less
parental attention. Nearly 24
percent of all children lived in a
single-parent family in 1990.
Since social well-being is so
critical to positive outcomes of
childhood, communities must
work together to insure that
children born outside the United
States, with limited English
skills, have opportunities acquire
English as soon as possible, thus
reducing the likelihood of being
behind in school and being an
early dropout. (LJ)
Winter care of houseplants
continued from page 2
filled with pebbles or gravel and
water. The bottoms of the pots
should be above the water level.
Misting houseplants is not an
effective method to raise relative
humidity. Misting would have to
be done several times daily to
appreciably raise the humidity
level and is simply not practical.
Houseplants require less
watering during the winter
months than in the spring and
summer. Actively growing plants
need more water than those at
rest during the winter months.
Plant species also affects
watering frequency. Ferns prefer
an evenly moist soil and should
be watered frequently. Cacti and
succulents, on the other hand,
should not be watered until the
potting soil is completely dry.
The majority of houseplants fall
between these two groups. Most
houseplants should be watered
when the soil is barely moist or
almost dry to the touch. When
watering houseplants, water
them thoroughly. Water should
freely drain out of the bottoms of
the pots. If the excess water
drains into a saucer, discard the
water and replace the saucer
beneath the pot.
Houseplants need to be
fertilized periodically when
actively growing in the spring
and summer. Fertilization is
generally not necessary during
the winter months because most
plants are growing very little or
resting. Indoor gardeners can
begin to fertilize houseplants in
March or April as growing
conditions improve and the
plants resume growth. Fertilizers
are available in numerous forms:
liquids, water soluble powders,
tablets, spikes, etc. Regardless of
the fertilizer type, carefully read
and follow label directions.
Dust and grease often
accumulate on the leaves of
houseplants. The dust and grease
not only makes them unattrac-
tive, it may slow plant growth.
Cleaning houseplants improves
their appearance, stimulates
growth, and may help control
insects and mites. Large, firm-
leafed plants may be cleaned
with a moist soft sponge or cloth.
Another method is to place the
plants in the shower or tub and
gently wash the leaves. Be sure
to adjust the water temperature
before placing the plants under
the shower head. (MJM)
like to become a 4-H volunteer,
please contact the Extension
Office at 441-7180. Also, visit
the Lancaster County Extension
web site at http://
www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/lanco/
index.htm to learn more about
our 4-H program. Remember, it
takes interested adults who enjoy
seeing boys and girls grow into
productive citizens of our county
and state in order for youth to
experience this wonderful youth
program. (TK)
v  v  v
Simple pleasures
Grandparents are always looking for ways to a meaningful relationship
with their grandchildren. Whether you live next door or across the
country—with a few minutes or a weekend to spend together—Little
Things Mean a Lot: Creating Happy Memories with Your Grandchil-
dren by Susan Newman will help you take advantage of every chance
to connect with them. Here are some suggestions:
• Pay attention to the names of your grandchild’s friends. Ask about
them often in conversations. Invite them for lunch and dinner when
you can.
• Give your grandchildren pictures of their parents as close to their
ages as possible. Repeat every few years.
• Call solely to speak with your grandchild. Hang up immediately
after the conversation, no matter how brief. Call another time to speak
with his or her parents.
• Send your grandchild a poster of his or her favorite musical group
or sports star.
• Request a private performance of your grandchild’s public “appear-
ance” before or after a show or concert.
• Be understanding. Someimes grandchildren will prefer their parents.
Source: Enriching Family Relationships Newsletter, Herbert G.
Lingren, Extension Family Life Scientist. (LJ)
v  v  v
Renting facilities
From time to time, someone will inquire at the Extension Office about
establishing a fair rental price for a livestock facility. While the
Extension Office is not in a position to set rental rates or judge what is
fair to both parties, there are some guidelines that have been presented
by Farm Management Specialists at the University.
For both the owner and tenant, determining a fair rental price for
facilities such as hog barns or feedlots, should include consideration of
alternatives available. For example, the owner should consider whether
the facility will be in use or sit idle if not rented. If the owner had
planned to use the facility for his or her own operation, annual rent
equal to 18 percent of the current asset value is considered a good rule
of thumb. This amount should cover depreciation, interest, normal
repairs, taxes and insurance. On the other hand, if the facility will
remain idle if not rented, annual rent equal to 10 percent of value may
be satisfactory. This will cover cash expenses such as repairs, taxes and
insurance and the loss of value due to use or depreciation. For example:
Using these guidelines, a hog barn valued at $25,000 would have the
rent set between $2,500 to $4,500 per year.
The prospective tenant, meanwhile, should consider other alterna-
tives for renting or building facilities. For example, would the building
cost (amortized over the useful life of the facility), plus ownership costs
(repairs, taxes and insurance) of building a similar facility be more or
less expensive than the rental price? The answers to such questions will
determine if the asking price is reasonable.
Probably the hardest thing to do when using this method is setting
a fair market value on the facility in question. Normally, one would
expect the value of partially or fully depreciated facilities to be some-
what less than the replacement value. One approach is to estimate how
much the facility would add to the value if the property was sold. (TD)
Livestock producers
beware of wind direction
Building a new livestock facility means expansion and better business
for some, and possible discomfort for others — unless location is
considered as a part of the design.
Combinations of cloud cover, wind and temperature determine
where odors from livestock facilities will travel and who they will
affect. Wind and warm temperatures help disperse odors. Calm and
cool conditions contribute to greater odor nuisances.
Odor problems among neighbors increase with smell regularity
and duration. Keep in mind neighbors who own livestock or who come
from a rural background probably will be more understanding than
non-livestock owners or people with urban backgrounds.
Nebraska winds tend to blow predominately from the north and
northwest in the winter and from the south and southeast in the
summer. To reduce passing odors to neighbors, locate new facilities to
maximize separation distance to neighbors downwind of the predomi-
nant winds.
Take note of wind speed and cloud cover when planning a new
building or spreading manure on a field. Days with little or no wind
cause odors to travel farther without being diluted with fresh air.
Spread manure when the temperature increases in mid-morning or
early afternoon, if possible. Rising temperatures encourage odors to
rise and mix with fresh air. Avoid spreading manure when cloudy.
Source: Rich Koelsch, Ph.D., livestock and environmental
specialist, NU/IANR (WS)
Nebline
Feedback
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of THE NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
City_______________________________ Zip_______________
o Order subscription (free—however, there is an annual
$5 mailing and handling fee for zip codes other than
683—, 684—, 685—, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
o Change of Address
Comments_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Story Idea(s)___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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After hours .................................................................. 441-7170
FAX .............................................................................. 441-7148
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All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.
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February 17
Star City Rabbit Raisers 4-H Club Meeting ....................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
Managing Alfalfa for Quality and Profit—ARDC, near Mead ......................... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
February 18
Dog Health Care Workshop ................................................................................................ 7:00 p.m.
Assessing Soil Quality—ARDC ....................................................................... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
February 19
4-H Rabbit VIPS Meeting .................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
Fair Board Meeting ............................................................................................................ 7:30 p.m.
Using Organic and Inorganic Fertilizers for Nebraska Crops—ARDC ............ 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Commercial Pesticide Applicator Training ....................................................... 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
February 21
4-H Officer Training Workshop ............................................................................... 9:30-11:30 a.m.
PAK 10 Rabbit Judging/Clinic—Douglas County Extension Office, Omaha .................... 8:30 a.m.
Otoe County 4-H Rabbit Show—Syracuse ........................................................................ 8:00 a.m.
February 22
4-H Speech Workshop ............................................................................................... 6:00-7:30 p.m.
February 24
FCE Leader Training “Making Character Count in Your Community” ................ 1:00 or 7:00 p.m.
Herbicide Mode of Action—College Park, Grand Island ................................. 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
February 25
Weed Biology and Ecology—College Park, Grand Island ............................... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
February 26
Herbicide Mode of Action—ARDC .................................................................. 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Computerized Financial Recordkeeping (Initial Session) ................................. 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
February 27
Horsin’ Around Clinic Registration Deadline
Field Crop Scout Training—ARDC................................................................... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
February 28
Rural Living Workshop .................................................................................... 10:00a.m.-3:00 p.m.
March 1
Family Character Counts! Retreat ............................................................................. 1:30-4:30 p.m.
March 2
CWF Sponsor Applications Due
March 3
4-H Council Meeting .......................................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
New Leader Training ..................................................................................... 9:30 a.m. or 7:00 p.m.
Transgenic and Plant Breeding Techniques—College Park, Grand Island ...... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
March 5
4-H Small Animal VIPS Meeting ....................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
4-H Idea Share ........................................................................................................... 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Advanced Row Crop Sprayer School—ARDC ................................................. 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
March 7
Acreage Owner's Workshop—ARDC ................................................................ 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
March 7-8
Horsin’ Around Conference—Animal Science Complex, UNL ......................... 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
March 8
4-H Teen Council Meeting ........................................................................................ 3:00-5:00 p.m.
March 9
Lancaster County 4-H Shooting Sports Club Meeting .............................................. 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Extension Board Meeting ................................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
March 11
4-H Horse VIPS Meeting ................................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
Building Your Safety Net - Risk Managment Short Course (part 1 of 4) ................. 5:30-9:30 p.m.
March 12
Lancaster County 4-H Cat Club Meeting ........................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
Effect of Stress on Growth, Development &Yield of Corn &Soybeans
—ARDC ..................................................................................................... 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Computerized Financial Recordkeeping (Advanced Session) ........................... 9:00 a.m-4:30 p.m.
March 12-15
Kansas City Conference—Kansas City, MO
March 13
Registration Deadline for State 4-H BB/Air Gun Tournament
Private Pesticide Applicator Training ...................................................................... 7:00-10:00 p.m.
March 14
ExpoVisions Leadership Team & Residence Hall Counselor Applications Due
Private Pesticide Applicator Training .............................................................. 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
March 15
Camp SIT (Staff in Training) Applications Due
March 16 & 17
Beginning Beekeeping Workshop ...................................................................................... 6:30 p.m.
March 17
Star City Rabbit Raisers Club Meeting .............................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
CRP Workshop ................................................................................................ 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Prescribed Burn School ............................................................................................. 1:00-3:00 p.m.
March 18
Building Your Safety Net - Risk Management Short Course (part 2 of 4) ................ 5:30-9:30 p.m.
March 19
4-H Rabbit VIPS Meeting .................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
Fair Board Meeting ............................................................................................................ 7:30 p.m.
March 20
4-H Speech Contest Entries Due
March 21
Character Counts! Training for Teens ............................................................... 9:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
State 4-H BB/Air Gun Tournament —Lancaster Building, State Fair Park ..... 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
March 23
FCE Council Meeting—K’s Restaurant ........................................................................... 12:15 p.m.
